1. Introduction. We will be concerned here with a result about certain radical Banach algebras of power series. Let C [[z] ] denote the algebra of formal power series over the complex field C. We say that a sequence of positive reals {w(n)} is an algebra weight provided the following hold:
(1.1) w(0) = l and 0 < w{n) < 1 (n G Z+), (1.2) w(m 4-n) < w(m)w(n) (ra,n£Z + ),
n-KX)
If these conditions hold it is routine to check that oo oo
is both a subalgebra of C [[z] ] and a radical Banach algebra with identity adjoined. The norm and multiplication are defined in the natural way (see [3, 4, and 8] ). There are obvious closed ideals in ^(^(n)):
and, of course, the zero ideal. Such ideals are referred to as standard ideals. Any other closed ideals are denoted nonstandard ideals. It has been an open question for some time whether there exists any algebra weight {w(n)} such that ^(^(n)) contains a nonstandard ideal [6, p. 189] , and the problem seems to go back to Silov (a proposed solution appearing in the literature [6, p. 205 ] is in error). Interest has also been focused upon the quotient algebras (^(i^n))//), where / is assumed to be nonstandard, since these algebras are representative of all radical Banach algebras with power series generators [1] . Our result is the following:
THEOREM.
There exists an algebra weight {w(n)} for which the algebra ^(^(n)) contains a nonstandard ideal.
In the next section we will sketch a procedure for constructing such an algebra weight {w(n)}. We will define oo x = J2 x{n)z n e I 1^) ), x(l) / 0, n=l such that the closed ideal generated by x is nonstandard. If T denotes the operator of right translation on ^(^(n)), to prove that this ideal is nonstandard is equivalent to showing that z £ spüa{T fc x}£L 0 . We note in passing that by weighting the operator rather than the space, one can rephrase the problem in terms of weighted shift operators which are quasinilpotent and strictly cyclic (see [7] ).
2. Semimultiplicative weights. Our weight will belong to a special class of weights which are called semimultiplicative. Let {n(k)} be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers with n(l) = 1. Let the values w(n(k)) be assigned subject to the conditions:
W{n(k + l))l/(n(fc+l)+n(fc» < w( n (fc))l/n(fc) ( fc £ pjj and (2.1) lim w(rtk)) 1/nW =0.
k-KX)
The weight is defined for other values by setting w(0) = 1 and setting
w(tn(k) + j) = w(n(k)fw(j) if tn(k) + j< n(k +1).

One says that {w(n)} is the semimultiplicative weight generated by {w(n(k))}.
It can be shown that such a weight is an algebra weight [10, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5]. We will need to specify further conditions on the rate of increase of the sequence {n(k)} and require the sequence {w(n(k))} to approach zero sufficiently rapidly. When {w(n)} has been specified, the element x is chosen to be the lacunary series x = SfcLi %(n(k))z n ( k \ where x(n(l)) = 1 and
We remark in passing that weights similar to semimultiplicative weights have been shown to possess pathological multiplier algebras [2] .
Remarks on the proof. Let
To show that the closed principal ideal Ax~ is nonstandard, it suffices to prove that there exists a > 0 such that
>a for all choices of finite sequences {a(n)}£L 0 . Let {c(n)} be the associated sequence [9, Definition 2.1], which is the sequence of coefficients for which one has would be natural choices for approximating z. It has been shown that, for the type of weights we are considering, an estimate of the form (3.1) does hold for these sums [5] . The key to the proof that (3.1) holds for all finite sums lies in the fact that, if there is a sequence {Y^n=o d^p\n)T n x} which converges to z, then for each k, the sequence {a^p\k)} converges to c(k). A contradiction is then reached through a complicated recursive argument, based upon the lacunarity of the element x = XüfcLi x{n{k))z n^ an d the rate of decrease of the terms w(n(k)), which shows that any element ]Cn=o °<{ n )T n x of A which is sufficiently close in norm to z must necessarily have infinitely many nonzero terms.
